Measuring the Electronic Structure of Nanocrystal Thin Films Using Energy-Resolved Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.
Use of nanocrystal thin films as active layers in optoelectronic devices requires tailoring of their electronic band structure. Here, we demonstrate energy-resolved electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (ER-EIS) as a method to quantify the electronic structure in nanocrystal thin films. This technique is particularly well-suited for nanocrystal-based thin films as it allows for in situ assessment of electronic structure during solution-based deposition of the thin film. Using well-studied lead sulfide nanocrystals as an example, we show that ER-EIS can be used to probe the energy position and number density of defect or dopant states as well as the modification of energy levels in nanocrystal solids that results through the exchange of surface ligands. This work highlights that ER-EIS is a sensitive and fast method to measure the electronic structure of nanocrystal thin films and enables their optimization in optoelectronic devices.